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Abstract. Large-scale shared service hosting environments, such as con-
tent delivery networks and cloud computing, have gained much popular-
ity in recent years. A key challenge faced by service owners in these
environments is to determine the locations where service instances (e.g.
virtual machine instances) should be placed such that the hosting cost is
minimized while key performance requirements (e.g. response time) are
assured. Furthermore, the dynamic nature of service hosting environ-
ments favors a distributed and adaptive solution to this problem. In this
paper, we present an efficient algorithm for this problem. Our algorithm
not only provides a worst-case approximation guarantee, but can also
adapt to changes in service demand and infrastructure evolution. The
effectiveness of our algorithm is evaluated though realistic simulation
studies.

1 Introduction

With the abundance of network bandwidth and computing resources, large-scale
service hosting infrastructures (e.g. content-delivery networks, service overlays
and cloud computing environments) are gaining popularity in recent years. For
instance, PlanetLab, as a shared academic overlay network, is capable of hosting
global-scale services including content delivery [1] and file storage [2]. More re-
cently, commercial products such as Amazon Elastic Computing Cloud (EC2) [3],
Google AppEngine [4] and Microsoft Azure [5] have emerged as attractive plat-
forms for deploying web-based services. Compared to traditional service hosting
infrastructures, a shared hosting infrastructure offers numerous benefits, includ-
ing (1) eliminating redundant infrastructure components, (2) reducing the cost
of service deployment, and (3) making large-scale service deployment viable.
Furthermore, the ability to allocate and deallocate resource dynamically affords
great flexibility, thus (4) making it possible to perform dynamic scaling of service
deployment based on changing customer demands.

In general, three types of roles are present in a shared hosting environment:
(1) the infrastructure provider (InP) who owns the hosting environment; (2) the
service provider (SP) who rents resources from the infrastructure provider to run
its service, and (3) the client who is a service customer. In this context, a ser-
vice provider’s objective is to (a) satisfy its performance requirements specified
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in Service Level Agreements (SLAs) such as response time, and (b) minimize
its resource rental cost. For example, response time of requests for CNN.com
should be less than 2 seconds [6]; Online game services often have stringent re-
sponse time requirements [7]. Achieving this delay requirement (objective a) is
dependent on where the servers are placed, and typically there is a monetary
penalty when this requirement is not met. At the same time, achieving resource
cost reduction (objective b) is also server location dependent. Thus, we argue
there is a strong and consistent incentive for SPs to choose their servers’ place-
ment carefully to minimize the total operating cost. This is the case for cloud
computing environment as well. Although the number of data centers used by
commercial products is relatively small today, this number will grow (as demand
for cloud computing grows), and new architectures such as micro [8] and nano [9]
data centers will emerge. A distributed solution to this problem is desirable in
such a large-scale and dynamic environment, as frequent re-execution of central-
ized algorithms can incur significant overhead for collecting global information
[10,11]. Hence an adaptive and distributed service placement strategy is strongly
favored.

In this paper, we present a solution to the dynamic service placement problem
(SPP) that minimizes response time violations and resource rental cost at run
time. We formulate SPP mathematically and present a distributed local search
algorithm that achieves a theoretical worst-case performance guarantee. The
effectiveness of our algorithm is experimentally verified using a set of realistic
simulation studies.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We present a generic
model of a service hosting infrastructure in Section 2. In Section 3, we present
the formulation of SPP and introduce the notations. Our distributed algorithm
is presented in Section 4. In Section 5, we show that the algorithm achieves an
approximation guarantee of 27. Experimental results are presented in Section 6.
We discuss related research in Section 7 and conclude our work in Section 8.

2 System Overview

We consider a hosting platform that consists of servers that are diversely sit-
uated across geographical locations. A generic architecture of a service hosting
platform is depicted in Figure 1. An instance of a service may be installed on
one or many servers. To achieve locality awareness and load-balancing, a client
request is redirected to a nearby server with enough CPU and bandwidth ca-
pacity to handle the request. The component which is responsible for redirecting
request is the request router. In practice, a request router can be implemented
using a variety of techniques, such as DNS-based request redirection, or direct
routing of requests [12]. On the other hand, the status of individual servers,
including traffic condition, CPU, memory and bandwidth usage are measured
at run-time by a monitoring module on each server. It should be pointed out
that it is entirely possible that monitoring modules are shared among a group
of servers, and our model is fully applicable to such a scenario. The analysis
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Fig. 1. System Architecture Fig. 2. Dynamic Demand Prediction

modules are responsible for analyzing the current demand and predicting the
future demand during the next time interval, as we shall explain below. Finally,
the placement controllers are responsible for dynamically placing services. This
includes copying service software (e.g. virtual machine images) to the server,
dynamically starting and stopping service instances. The placement controllers
are activated periodically, based on the demand prediction received from the
analysis modules. In practice, the placement controllers can be implemented ei-
ther centralized or distributed. For example, Microsoft Azure uses centralized
controllers that are managed by service providers [5]. P2P overlay networks, on
the other hand, requires distributed placement controllers that are located on
individual peers. In such a scenario, a placement controller can collect relevant
information using protocols such as local broadcasting and gossiping [13].

Our main objective is to dynamically adapt placement configurations to
changing demands and system conditions. The demand can be modeled as func-
tion of time and location. Ideally, we want the placement configuration to be
adaptive to individual demand changes. However, this is often impractical since
frequent placement reconfiguration can be expensive to implement. Moreover,
fine-grained demand fluctuations are usually transient and do not persist for
long durations. Therefore, it is necessary to both analyze and periodically pre-
dict service fluctuations at coarse-grain levels, as illustrated in figure 2. Fur-
thermore, even when the daily service demand follows some predictable pattern,
pre-planned configuration or placement strategies at the infrastructure level are
not possible because both the infrastructure and services themselves may change
drastically (e.g. unexpected system failures and transient services such as VPN
for a sports broadcast). The problem of predicting future service demand has
been studied extensively in the past, and many solution techniques (e.g. [14])
have been proposed. It is not our goal to examine better demand prediction
methods. Rather, we study how placement configuration should be modified
according to a prediction of the future service demand.
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3 Problem Definition and Notations

We represent the hosting platform as a bipartite graph G = (D, F, E), where D
is the set of clients, F is a set of candidate servers on which service instances can
be installed, and E is the set of edges connecting D and F . A service instance
may consume two types of resources: (1) Load-dependent resources, whose con-
sumption is dependent on the amount of demand served by the service instance.
Load-dependent resources typically include CPU, memory and bandwidth. (2)
Load-independent resources, whose consumption is constant regardless of how
much demand the server receives. An example of load-independent resource is
storage space of the service software.

We assume every candidate server in F has enough load-independent re-
sources to host the service, since otherwise we can remove it from F . For load-
dependent resources, we assume there is a bottleneck capacity caps on how many
client a service instance s ∈ F can serve. The bottleneck capacity can be band-
width, CPU capacity or memory, whichever is more stringent on each server. It
should be noted that this bottleneck capacity may change over time. However,
as we shall see our local search algorithm can naturally handle this case. In ad-
dition, We assume there is a placement cost ps for renting a service instance on
a server s.

Let Cs denote the set of demand assigned to s. For every demand i ∈ D, let si

represent the service instance who serves i. For every demand i ∈ Csi , denote by
d(i, si) the distance between i and si that represents the communication latency
between i and si. Furthermore, let Usi denote the number of client assigned to a
server si. Using a simple M/M/1 queuing model 1, We obtain the actual response
time r(i, si) of a service request i as a function of Usi and d(i, si):

r(i, si) = d(i, si) +
µsi

1− Usi/capsi

= d(i, si) +
capsi · µsi

capsi − Usi

where µs is the service time of a request at the server. The second term essentially
models the queuing delay of the request. We construct a cost penalty cp(i, si) if
the request response time exceeds a threshold value dmax. Specifically, we define

cp(i, si) = a(
r(i, si)
dmax

)2

where a is a monetary penalty cost. We use a quadratic penalty function here
as it reflects the general form of the penalty payout for SLA violation. Higher
order polynomial is also possible and does not affect our analysis technique. Our
objective is to select a set of servers S ⊆ F to deploy our service as to minimize
the sum of hosting cost cf (S) and service cost cs(S):

c(S) = cs(S) + cf (S) =
∑

i∈D

cp(i, si) +
∑

s∈S

ps (1)

1 More sophisticated model can be easily incorporated by changing the equations for
r(i, si) and cp(i, si).
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Algorithm 1 Local Search Algorithm for SPP

1: while ∃ an add(s), open(s, T ) or close(s, T ) that reduces total cost do
2: execute this operation

This problem is difficult to solve directly due to the load factor Us in the equa-
tion. We remedy the situation by having a preferred load value ls for Us. In this
case we define SPP as follows:

Definition 1 (SPP). Given a demand set D and a server set F , each with
a renting cost ps and a service cost cp(i, si) = a((d(i, si) + µsi

1−lsi
/capsi

)/dmax)2,
select a set of servers S ⊆ F to host the service and assign the demand to S such
that |Cs| ≤ ls for every s ∈ S, minimizing the total cost c(S) =

∑
i∈D cp(i, si) +∑

s∈S ps.

It is actually provable that the original problem can be reduced to this formu-
lation (We skip the proof due to space constraints). In fact, setting a preferred
load value is more practical for implementation, since typically a service provider
may define an expected utilization for each service instance [11].

We observe that SPP is similar to the Capacitated Facility Location Problem
(CFLP) [15]. CFLP can be briefly described as follows: Given a graph G = (V, E)
and a set of candidate sites F ⊆ V for installing service facilities (each site
s ∈ F has an installation cost fs and a service capacity Us), select a subset of
sites S ⊆ F to install facilities and assign each client to a facility in S such
that the sum of the connection cost cs(S) =

∑
i∈V d(i, si) and the installation

cost cf (S) =
∑

i∈S fs is minimized. CFLP is an NP-hard optimization problem
[16], for which many centralized approximation algorithms have been proposed.
In distributed settings, however, only the uncapacitated case has been studied
[17,18].

It can be seen that CFLP is almost identical to SPP except the connection
cost is defined as cp(i, si) = d(i, si). It is easy to show SPP is NP-hard using
the same argument for CFLP. Motivated by this observation, we developed an
approximation algorithm for SPP based on the local search algorithm for CFLP
described in [15]. In our work, we also assume our distance metric satisfies tri-
angular inequality. This is a practical assumption since we can always use the
network coordinate services [19] to compute the distance metric. Furthermore, it
is also known that Internet triangular inequality is approximately satisfied (i.e.
d(i, j) ≤ k(d(i, k) + d(k, j))), where k is roughly 3 [20]. It is easy to adjust our
prove technique to accommodate this effect.

4 A Local Search Approximation Algorithm for SPP

Local search is a well known meta-heuristic for solving optimization prob-
lems. A local search algorithm starts with arbitrary solution and incrementally
improves the solution using local operations until the solution can no longer be
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improved. Local search algorithms can naturally tolerate dynamic changes in
the problem input, as they can start from arbitrary solutions. We believe a local
search algorithm for SPP is favorable as it not only tolerates system dynamicity,
but also provides a provable worst-case performance guarantee.

Based on the theoretical work by Pal et. al. [15], Algorithm 1 is our proposed
local search algorithm for SPP. In our work, we use the term server and facility
interchangeably. Two particular terminologies used in the paper are opening and
closing a facility t, which means installing a service and uninstalling a service
at location t. This algorithm starts from any feasible initial solution, and incre-
mentally improves the solution with one of three types of operations: (1) add(s),
which opens a facility s and assign a set of clients to s. (2) open(s, T ), which
opens a facility s, close a set of facilities T , and assign the clients of facilities
in T to s. (3) close(s, T ), which closes a facility s, open a set of facilities T and
assign the client of s to facilities in T . In all three operations, a facility can be
opened multiple times but closed only once.

Due to its simplicity and adaptive nature, this algorithm fits very well with
our objective. However, this algorithm cannot be directly implemented in a
distribute way, since finding an open(s, T ) and a close(s, T ) requires solving
a knapsack problem and a single node capacitated facility location (SNCFL)[21]
problem, respectively. Both problems are NP-hard in general, but can be solved
in pseudo-polynomial time using dynamic programming [15]. However, this dy-
namic programming approach does not apply to distributed settings since it is
both expensive and requires global knowledge.

Hence, it is our objective to show that both open(s, T ) and close(s, T ) can be
computed locally and distributedly. In this regard, our algorithm is local in the
sense that each operation is computed using neighborhood information. Specif-
ically, Each node s in our algorithm maintains a list of neighborhood servers
within a fixed radius. The list of neighbors can be obtained using neighborhood
discovery protocols or a gossiping protocol [13]. Since the servers are usually
static and do not change often overtime, the list of neighboring servers will not
require frequent update.

4.1 Implementing add(s)

The purpose of the add operation is to reduce the total connection cost. In an
add(s) operation, if a facility s is not opened, it will become opened and start
serving clients. In this case the cost reduction (CR) of the add(s) operation is:

CR(add(s)) =
∑

i∈U

cp(i, si)− cp(i, s)− ps

where U ⊆ V is a set of clients. On the other hand, if facility s is already opened,
it can invite more clients to join its cluster. In this case we set fs = 0 in the
above equation. An add(s) operation can be performed when CR(add(s)) > 0.

However the straightforward implementation, i.e. Letting s contact the other
facilities to find the set of potential clients, is cumbersome to implement. This
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Algorithm 2 Local Algorithm for computing an admissible open(s, T ) move
1: Sort facilities in decreasing order of their cost efficiencies, cs ← 0
2: while cs ≤ caps and costEffopen(t) ≥ 0 for the next t do
3: T ← T ∪ t, cs ← cs + |Ct|
4: return either T or the next facility t /∈ T in the list, whichever is larger

is because s does not know a-priori which facility has clients with high connec-
tion cost. Instead, in our implementation, we allow neighborhood facilities to
exchange client information and record potential clients. Once s have recorded
enough potential clients, s can become open (if not already opened), and start
serving these clients. Observe that a client i must satisfy cp(i, s) ≤ cp(i, si) in
order for the reassignment to be beneficial, hence d(s, si) ≤ d(i, si) + d(i, s) ≤
d(i, si) +

√
cp(i,s)

a · dmax ≤ d(i, si) +
√

cp(i,si)
a · dmax. Therefore si only needs to

exchange client information with servers within radius d(i, si) +
√

cp(i,si)
a · dmax

to guarantee an admissible add(s) operation will be found by a facility s.

4.2 Implementing open(s, T )

In an open(s, T ) operation, a single facility s is opened and a set of facilities
T become closed. All the clients of facilities in T get assigned to s. The total
reduction of this operation is computed as:

CR(open(s, T )) =
∑

t∈T

(pt − |Ct|cp(t, s))− ps

Again, notice that if s is already opened before the move, then ps is set to 0. The
key challenge here is to determine the suitable set T . The problem of finding the
optimal set T that maximizes CR(open(s, T )) can be formulated as a 0-1 knap-
sack problem: Let s be a knapsack with capacity caps, and each open facility
t be an item with size(t) = |Ct| and value(t) = pt − |Ct|d(s, t). The objective
is to select a set of items to be packed in the knapsack to maximize the total
value. Although it can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time using dynamic pro-
gramming, it is not practical to implement because it requires global knowledge.
Hence, we replace the dynamic programming procedure by a well-known greedy
0.5 approximation algorithm (Algorithm 2), where the cost efficiency of each
facility t is defined as value(t)

size(t) , which is costEffopen(t) = pt

|Ct| − cp(s, t).
To implement Algorithm 2 distributedly, notice that for any facility t, if

cp(s, t) ≥ pt

|Ct| , then costEff(t) becomes negative and can be safely ignored in the
calculation. Hence each facility t only need to contact neighborhood facilities in
radius

√
pt

a·|Ct| · dmax. A neighboring facility s can then compute an admissible

open(s, T ) once it discovers the entire T .
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4.3 Implementing close(s, T )

The objective of the close(s, T ) is to close a facility s, open a set of facilities T ,
and assign all of the clients of s to facilities in T . Again, the main difficulty is
to find a suitable set T . The cost reduction of close(s, T ) can be computed as:

CR(close(s, T )) = ps −
∑

t∈T

(pt + utcp(s, t))

Where ut represents the amount of demand assigned to t after closing s. Similar
to open(s, T ), if a facility t ∈ T is already opened, then pt is set to 0 in the
above equation. Computing the optimal T can be formulated as a single-demand
capacitated facility location problem (SNCFL)[21]. In this problem, we wish to
select a set of facilities T with total capacity at least |Cs|, assigning clients of s
to facilities in T to minimize

costSNCFL =
∑

t∈T

(pt + utcp(s, t))

This problem is also NP-hard. However, a greedy algorithm is known for this
problem [21]. In this algorithm, the facilities are sorted by their cost efficiencies,
which in our case, is defined as costEffclose(t) = pt

capt
+ cp(s, t) This algorithm

(Algorithm 3) can be described as follows: the output set T is initially empty. we
first sort facilities in increasing order of their cost efficiencies, and then try to add
facilities T according to the sorting order. In each step, if adding next facility into
T will cause

∑
t∈T capt ≥ |Cs| (i.e. facilities in T have enough capacity to handle

demands of s), then T is a candidate solution. Now, if CR(close(s, T )) ≥ 0, this is
an admissible operation and the algorithm stops. Otherwise, we do not add this
facility to T . This process repeats until every facilities in U has been examined.
The following lemma is a known result for this algorithm:

Lemma 1. [21] The greedy algorithm outputs a solution S with costSNCFL ≤∑
t∈T (2pt + utcp(s, t)) for any T ⊆ F .

Clearly, a facility in T can not be outside a radius
√

ps

a · dmax, as in this
case the reassignment cost will exceed ps. Hence close(s, T ) operation can be
computed locally by s within in this radius.

5 Algorithm Analysis

In this section, we show that our algorithm achieves an approximation factor 27.
There are two challenges to this problem. First, our distance function is non-
linear, as opposed to the linear function used in CFLP. Second, since we have
replaced the dynamic programming procedures with greedy algorithms, we need
to show our algorithm can still provide a performance guarantee.

Lemma 2. If an open operation open(s, T ) computed using Algorithm 2 is not
admissible, then 2ps +

∑
t∈T ′(utcp(s, t)− pt) ≥ 0 for any set of T ′ ⊆ F\{s}.
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Algorithm 3 Local Algorithm for computing an admissible close(s, T ) move

1: rem ← |Cs|, T ← ∅, currentCR ← 0, U ← facilities within radius
√

ps
a
· dmax,

2: sort U in increasing order of their cost efficiencies
3: repeat
4: r = ps−currentCR

rem

5: while not every node in U has been examined do
6: t ← next facility in the sorted list
7: if rem− capt ≥ 0 then
8: T ← T ∪ t, currentCR ← ∑

t∈T (pt + captd(s, t)), rem ← rem− capt

9: else
10: if CR(close(s, T ∪ t)) ≥ 0 then
11: return T ∪ t
12: until U == {∅ }
13: output there is no admissible close operation

Proof. Since Algorithm 2 is a 1
2 -approximation of the knapsack problem, it is

true for any T ′ ⊆ F\{s}, SOLALG2 ≥ 1
2 (

∑
t∈T ′ pt − |Ct|d(s, t)). Since it fails to

find a admissible operation, SOLALG2 − ps ≤ 0 must hold. The claim follows.

Lemma 3. If a close operation close(s, T ) computed using Algorithm 3 is not
feasible, then

∑
t∈T ′(2pt + utcp(s, t))− ps ≥ 0 for any set of T ′ ⊆ F\{s}.

Proof. Since Algorithm 3 is a 2-approximation algorithm for the SNCFL, we
must have, for any set T ′ ⊆ F\{s}, SOLALG3 ≤

∑
t∈T ′(2pt + utcp(s, t)). Since

it fails to find an admissible move, we must have ps−SOLALG3 ≤ 0. The lemma
follows.

Using the above lemmas, we can prove our main result:

Theorem 1. The distributed algorithm achieves an approximation factor 27.

Proof. See appendix.

6 Experiments

We have implemented our distributed algorithm in a discrete event simulator
and conducted several simulation studies.

We construct topology graphs using the GTITM generator [22], which can
generate transit-stub topologies that simulate latencies between hosts on the
Internet. We specify the average communication latency at intra-transit, stub-
transit and intra-stub domain links to be 20ms, 5ms and 2ms respectively [23].
We randomly pick a subset (10%) of nodes as candidate locations for placing
servers. Each candidate location can host up to 5 instances. In our experiments,
we set dmax = 400ms, µs=20ms, a = 1 and ps = 4 for 200 node graph, 8 for
400 node graph and so on. For benchmarking purpose, we have implemented a
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Fig. 3. Experimental result

centralized greedy placement algorithm [24], which has been shown to perform
well in practice.

In our first experiment, we evaluate the performance of distributed algo-
rithm in static topologies where there is no demand fluctuation. To estimate
the value of optimal solution, we implemented a simple routine that outputs
a lower-bound on the optimal solution by ignoring capacity constraints. Our
experimental results are shown in Figure 3(a). We observe that although both
algorithms perform well compared to the lower-bound values, our algorithm per-
forms better than the greedy algorithm in all cases. This result indicates that,
the solution produced by our algorithm is near optimal.

In our next experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm under
dynamic conditions, i.e. demand of clients fluctuate overtime and servers may
fail randomly. To make experiment realistic, we used a real internet topology
graph from the Rocketfuel project [25]. Figure 3(b) shows the cost of the solu-
tion at runtime. For comparison purpose, at each time stamp we also show the
solution of the greedy heuristic that has access to global topology information.
As shown on Figure 3(b), our distributed algorithm is quite adaptive to the dy-
namic conditions, and in some cases, performs better than the greedy heuristic.
Figure 3(c) depicts the change in the number of instances in response to the
changes in client population. We observe that the number of instances used, as
suggested by our algorithm, follows the service demand very closely. Figure 3(d)
illustrates the average distance between clients and their servers at runtime and
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it is comparable to the centralized greedy solution. These results suggests our
algorithm will perform well in practical settings.

7 Related Work

Placing services in large-scale shared service hosting infrastructures has been
studied both theoretically and experimentally. Oppenheimer et. al. [26] studied
the problem of placing applications on PlanetLab. They discovered that CPU
and network usage can be heterogenous and time-varying among the Planet-
Lab nodes. Furthermore, a placement decision can become sub-optimal within
30 minutes. They suggested that dynamic service migration can potentially im-
prove the system performance. They also studied a simple load-sensitive service
placement strategy and showed it significantly outperforms a random placement
strategy. NetFinder [27] is a service discovery system for PlanetLab that employs
a greedy heuristic for service selection, based on CPU and bandwidth usage.

Theoretically, Laoutaris et. al. formulated SPP as a uncapacitated facility lo-
cation problem (UFLP) [10], and presented a local search heuristic for improving
the quality of service placement solutions. There are several differences between
their work and ours. First, server capacity, such as CPU and bandwidth capac-
ity, are considered in our formulation but not in theirs. Second, their heuristic
does not provide a worst-case performance guarantee.

Our problem is also related to the replica placement problem, which has been
studied extensively in the literature, primarily in the context of content delivery
networks. Most of the early work on this problem focus on centralized cases where
the network topology is static [6,24,28,29]. More recent work has also studied
dynamic cases [11,30], in which iterative improvement algorithms are proposed.
However, none of the above work was able to provide a theoretical worst-case
performance guarantee. Our algorithm is as efficient as the above algorithms,
and achieves theoretical performance ratio at the same time. A potential research
direction is on improving this theoretical performance guarantee.

Another problem related to SPP is the web application placement in data
centers. The objective is to achieve load balancing so as to reduce total response
time. Several heuristics have been proposed for the problem [31,32], using local
algorithms. The main difference between their work and ours is that we consider
the distance (which could be latency or hop count) between clients and the
servers in our formulation. This is not a concern in their work, since they assume
all the servers are located in a single data center.

8 Conclusion

Large-scale shared service hosting infrastructures have emerged as popular plat-
forms for deploying large-scale distributed services. One of the key problems in
managing such a service hosting platform is the placement of service instances as
to minimize operating costs, especially in the presence of changing network and
system conditions. In this paper, we have presented a distributed algorithm for
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solving this problem. Our algorithm not only provides a constant approximation
guarantee, but is also simple to implement. Furthermore, it can automatically
adapt to dynamic network and system conditions.

As part of our future work, we would like to extend our work to handle more
complex scenarios such as services with interdependencies. We would also like to
improve our approximation guarantee. Furthermore, we are also interested in de-
veloping a control-theoretic framework for SPP. Most importantly, we would like
to conduct a realistic experimentation on a real service hosting infrastructures
such as PlanetLab.

A Proof of Theorem 1

Let S∗ denote the facility set in the optimal solution. We proof our algorithm
achieves an approximation ratio of 27.

Lemma 4. cp(s, o) ≤ 3(cp(i, s)+ cp(i, o)) for any client i and two facilities s,o.

Proof. By definition, cp(s, o) = a((d(s, o) + µo

1−lo/capo
)/dmax)2. Using d(s, o) ≤

d(i, s) + d(i, o) to expand this equation, and applying the fact a2 + b2 ≥ 2ab for
any a, b ∈ R, the lemma is proven.

Lemma 4 essentially states that the triangular inequality is 3-satisfied in SPP.

Lemma 5. cs(S) ≤ cf (S∗) + 3cs(S∗) of a local solution S.

Proof. Similar to lemma 4.1 in [15], except we use the fact the triangular in-
equality is 3-satisfied.

Now we bound the facility opening cost cf (S). Similar to [15], we select a
set of operations (add, open and close) to convert S to S∗. The key difference
between our approach and theirs is that we use greedy algorithms to approx-
imate the optimal open and close operations. Recall that from lemma 2 and
3, 2ps +

∑
t∈T ′(utcp(s, t) − pt) ≥ 0 for all feasible open(s, T ) operations, and

ps ≤
∑

t∈T (pt + utcp(s, t)) for all close(s, T ) operations. We say an open oper-
ation opens s twice, but close each facility in T once. Similarly, an close(s, T )
operation close s once and opens each facility in T twice. Hence, using the same
set of operations, we can show the following result:

Lemma 6. With our greedy algorithm 2 and 3, the same set of operations in
[15] opens pt at most 14 times for each t ∈ S∗, and closes ps exactly once for
each s ∈ S\S∗.

Proof. Follow the same analysis as in Lemma 5.1 of [15], except we use lemma
2 and 3 to bound the cost of open and close operations.

Lemma 7. The total reassignment cost of all selected operations is at most 2 ·
3(cs(S∗) + cs(S)).
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Proof. This proof is identical to Lemma 5.2 in [15], except we use the fact the
triangular inequality is 3-satisfied.

Finally, we bound our approximation factor:

Proof (Of Theorem 1). Based on Lemma 6 and 7, the sum of all the inequalities
is at most 14cf (S∗)− cf (S − S∗) + 2 · 3(cs(S) + cs(S∗)). hence

14cf (S∗\S)− cf (S\S∗) + 6(cs(S) + cs(S∗)) ≥ 0

Adding cs(S) + cf (S ∩ S∗) to both sides and using cs(S) ≤ 3cs(S∗) + cf (S∗)
proved by lemma 5, we obtain c(S) ≤ 23cf (S∗) + 27cs(S∗).
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